
 

Hello there, 

Thank you for reading my letter. 

 

I am Kristy, founder of SGN- Signature Global Network. You can 

find out more about me through our website or my social media 

pages. I am writing to tell you that SGN, Signature Global Network, 

is not about me. It is more about you. But first, I want to tell you 

why I started SGN with a short story.  

 

SGN was founded on 28th Jan 2022, when COVID hit many 

people’s lives for an immensely struggling three years and when 

everyone in the logistics became overwhelmed, and it is also 

when many mental health issues rose.  

 

I was doing my logistics jobs and was happy about what I was 

doing and the difference I had made to people around me and 

the logistics companies I worked for. Because I believe that to be 

successful is to create a process and to make a difference. I am a 

multinational culture embracer, and I love PEOPLE. It was 

probably because of my childhood experiences that I did suffer 

from many aspects and some of the stories you could find in my 

book. It made me want to help people more and do more 

meaningful things. 

 

Yes, I am an author too, and I love to help people to grow to their 

own best versions and to fulfill their dreams, which is when I 

realized that I had a plan. I dream of opening my own global 

logistics network.  

 

People who have known me for a long time and in real life will 

always believe what I do because I keep my promises and 

concentrate on what I do. I have ticked many things on my buck 



lists in the last decade. To me, nothing is impossible to a willing 

heart. Believe and do, and you will get there. 

 

I love connecting with people, so I am opening my schedule to 

those needing help. I can see there are still many people who 

DON’T TRUST each other, and they always BREAK PROMISES. My 

goal is to support and build up our network to the superhero HQ 

for struggling people in the logistics industry. 

 

In the last decades, global logistics networks did get good stories. 

However, with reporters and news, many distractive and negative 

stories cause people to lose faith. Therefore, we need to have 

SGN, where we can have logistics heroes to make a difference! I 

realized how eagerly we are required to bring back more faith 

and trust to this society and to be a helper without a purely 

commercial or money intention but more value-focused. I believe 

in me because I believe in you all.   

 

My passion is people, and it will never change. If you are like me 

with the same mindset and have strength in your company that 

you think it’s not well used, or if you are good but feel something is 

missing that you need more support and help, feel free to contact 

the SGN team and me. 

 

If you are looking for a place to invest and sponsor, I believe SGN 

will be an excellent investment for you in the long term.  

 

We see what we will become in our vision, not who we are now. 

We are new, but we will be unique because we will keep focusing 

on our values and goals and achieve our dream together!  

Now it’s your turn to tell me what you are struggling with and what 

SGN could assist you with. We only want to select members with 

the same goals and win-win partnerships with our network.  

 

Email me now, and let’s schedule a one-on-

one:  cuilanguo@signaturegln.com 
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